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On SIS-problem-based random Feistel ciphers and
its statistical evaluation of resistance against

differential cryptanalysis
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Abstract—Provable security based on a robust mathemat-
ical framework is the gold standard for security evaluation
in cryptography. Several provable secure cryptosystems have
been studied for public key cryptography. However, provably
secure symmetric-key cryptography has received little attention.
Although there are known provably secure symmetric-key cryp-
tosystems based on the hardness of factorization and discrete
logarithm problems, they are not only slower than conventional
block ciphers but can also be broken by quantum computers.

Our study aims to tackle this latter problem by proposing
a new provably secure Feistel cipher using collision resistant
hash functions based on a Short Integer Solution problem (SIS).
Even if cipher primitives are resistant to quantum algorithms,
it is crucial to determine whether the cipher is resilient to
differential cryptanalysis, a fundamental and powerful attack
against symmetric-key cryptosystems.

In this paper, we demonstrate that the proposed cipher family
is secure against differential cryptanalysis by deriving an upper
bound on the maximum differential probability. In addition, we
demonstrate the potential success of differential cryptanalysis
for short block sizes and statistically evaluate the average
resistance of cipher instances based on differential characteristic
probabilities. This method approximates the S-box output using
a folded two-dimensional normal distribution and employs a
generalized extreme value distribution. This evaluation method
is first introduced in this paper and serves as the basis for
studying the differential characteristics of lattice matrices and
the number of secure rounds. This study is foundational research
on differential cryptanalysis against block ciphers using a lattice
matrix based on SIS.

Index Terms—Feistel cipher, Short integer solution problem,
Differential cryptanalysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

ADVANCES in quantum computing technology have
raised concerns about the security of conventional cryp-

tographic systems, and research on cryptography resistant
to attacks using quantum computing, that is, post-quantum
cryptography, is actively being conducted. The increasing
significance of cryptographic systems with mathematically
provable security is a response to progress made in quantum
computing. Such security, called provable security, is an es-
sential property in the design of modern cryptography, as it
ensures that security against specific attacks can be guaranteed
through mathematical proofs. Although public key cryptog-
raphy has been studied extensively as a provable secure ci-
pher, symmetric-key cryptography has received little attention.
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Since there are provable secure constructions of symmetric-
key cryptography that rely on the computational hardness of
problems such as RSA and discrete logarithms, these systems
suffer from slower processing speeds than conventional block
ciphers. Furthermore, they are susceptible to being broken by
quantum computers. To address the latter issue, our aim is to
explore the construction of symmetric-key cryptography with
provable security in the post-quantum era.

Cryptographic systems with provable security are based
on the computational hardness of mathematical problems.
Lattice cryptography, which relies on hard lattice problems, is
considered to be a candidate for post-quantum cryptography.
Lattice cryptography began with Ajtai’s seminal paper [1],
and the use of hard problems on lattices makes it possible
to solve hard problems in the worst case. He showed that it
is possible to construct a one-way function with average com-
putational hardness from hard problems. Micciancio extended
these results to develop a hash function that exhibits collision
resistance [2].

Learning with Errors (LWE) and Short Integer Solution
problem (SIS) are known as the main lattice problems that
form the basis of lattice cryptography. LWE and SIS have a
duality [3]. If the solution vector in the SIS is identified with
the error vector in the LWE, the two are reduced to the Closest
Vector Problems (CVP) of the same class [4]. SIS is used
for hash function construction [5] and digital signatures [6],
and LWE is used for public key and homomorphic encryption
[7] [8]. A configuration using LWE has been cited as an
example for applying the lattice problem to symmetric-key
cryptography, and many configurations using LWE have been
considered in the existing research. On the other hand, studies
on SIS have received little attention. However, SIS does not
require precise design of the error distribution in LWE and
is simple to implement, making it suitable for theoretical
analysis.

Pseudorandom functions are regarded as effective tools for
the design of symmetric-key cryptosystems. The Goldreich-
Goldwasser-Micali (GGM) method [9] and the synthesizer
technique [10] are both established methods for constructing
provably secure ciphers through pseudorandom functions. Al-
though the GGM is a theoretically useful method, its higher
circuit complexity makes it less desirable. This is because
the number of computations required for GGM increases
proportionally with the input length. This is because the GGM
has a length-doubling property. By contrast, the synthesizer
enables more efficient parallel processing. A variant of the
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synthesizer that incorporates the LWE through Learning with
Rounding (LWR) as a primitive has been proposed [11],
which, despite its benefits, faces challenges related to the
synchronous execution of parallel processes and increased
communication overhead. As an extension of this research,
a further refined version of the synthesizer has been proposed
[12], which enhances efficiency but requires substantially
larger key sizes. While these are essential theoretical results,
constructing symmetric-key cryptosystems based on SIS with-
out these trivial constructions remains an open problem.

This paper proposes a new Feistel cipher using a hash
function family based on SIS as S-boxes (lattice-based Feistel
cipher, LBF for short), and evaluates its security against
differential cryptanalysis. By evaluating the maximum differ-
ential probability of the round function, we show that the
proposed cipher provides provable security against differential
cryptanalysis. Even in instances where provable security is
established, assessing the typical security of specific instances
of LBF for practical applications remains imperative. Typical
security, which refers to the security expected on average, of
LBF instances is demonstrated through comprehensive numer-
ical simulations replicating real-world scenarios. We use an
approximate model of the S-box in our analysis and simulation
to verify the security against differential cryptanalysis from
theoretical and practical perspectives.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the definition of hard lattice problems, collision
resistant hash function, differential cryptanalysis for Feistel
ciphers and block ciphers, and the trinity theorem in extreme
value statistics, which are necessary to describe the results.
Section 3 describes the configuration of the LBF. In Section
4, we present the main result (Theorem 4) of this study, and
the upper bound of the output differential of the LBF family
decays exponentially with the block size under appropriate
conditions. Section 5 provides an example of applying differ-
ential cryptanalysis to LBF instances with small block sizes.
Furthermore, we perform a Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate
the average property of the LBF family against differential
cryptanalysis. In this simulation, we approximate the S-box
output difference using a folded two-dimensional normal dis-
tribution, use a generalized extreme value distribution to verify
practical security, calculate the LBF block size, and clarify the
relationship between the number of rounds.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Lattice Problems

A lattice is a set of all integer linear combinations of
n linearly independent column vectors b1, b2, · · · , bn. The
lattice L(B) generated by these vectors can be represented
by matrix B =

(
b1 b2 · · · bn

)
as follows:

L(B) = {Bx | x ∈ Zn}, (1)

where x denotes a column vector. In the following, vectors
are assumed to be column vectors, and Zq = Z/qZ denotes
the integers modulo q. The successive minima of the lattice
are defined as follows.

Definition 1. (Successive Minima) The successive minima
λ1, . . . , λn of the rank n lattice L are defined as follows: The
i-th minimum λi(L) is

λi(L) = inf{r | dim(span(L ∩B(r))) ≥ i}. (2)

Here, we denote the closed ball of centered at the origin and
radius r as B(r).

Lattice problems can be used in cryptography to discuss
computational hardness and security. For example, the Closest
Vector Problem (CVP), which finds a vector in L(B) closest
to a given target vector t ̸∈ L(B), and the Shortest Vector
Problem (SVP), which finds the shortest nonzero vector in
L(B). The Shortest Independent Vectors Problem (SIVP) is
another example of a lattice problem, with its computational
hardness stemming from the difficulty of identifying a set of
linearly independent vectors.

The lattice problems serve as the foundation for constructing
strong ciphers. By using the technique of reducing worst
case to average case hardness, we can build a cipher that
exhibits strong resistance to attacks on average. SIS and
LWE are exemplary problems that demonstrate such average
resilience. The following provides a formal description of
lattice problems relevant to this paper.

Definition 2. (SIS) Given a uniformly random matrix A ∈
Zn×m
q and a real number β ≥ 1, find a nonzero integer vector

x ∈ Zm such that Ax = 0 ∈ Zn
q and ∥x∥ ≤ β.

Definition 3. (SVP) Given a lattice L(A), find the shortest
nonzero vector v in L(A). The parameter γ in the “γ-
approximate SVP”(SVPγ for short) refers to the approxima-
tion factor, where the algorithm finds a vector v such that
∥v∥ ≤ γλ1, where λ1 is the norm of the shortest nonzero
vector in L(A).

γ in SVPγ is a function of rank n of the lattice matrix. γ =
√
n

is called the Minkowski’s bound, and SVP is known to have a
nonzero solution. The LLL lattice reduction algorithm [13] can
solve SVPγ where γ = 2(n−1)/4 in polynomial time. If there
is no algorithm to solve the SVP in probabilistic polynomial
time, the SIS cannot be solved in probabilistic polynomial time
either [1].

Definition 4. (GapSVPγ) Given an n-dimensional lattice basis
B and d is a rational number, determine whether λ1(L) ≤ d
or λ1(L) > γ(n)d. If neither condition is satisfied, then any
output is acceptable.

Definition 5. (SIVPγ) Given a lattice L of rank n, find n
linearly independent vectors v1, . . . ,vn such that maxi ∥vi∥ ≤
γλn(L).

B. Collision Resistant Hash Function Family

Ajtai proposed a hash function family based on a computa-
tionally hard problem on a random lattice.

Definition 6. (Ajitai’s hash function family [1]) For m >
n log2 q, Ajtai’s hash function family f is defined as

f(x) = Ax mod q, (3)
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where A ∈ Zn×m
q is uniformly selected at random and x ∈

{0, 1}m.

This function has the parameters n,m, q ∈ Z+, where
m and q are defined as functions of n. By considering the
appropriate parameters and lattice problems, we can evaluate
the computational hardness of this hash function. Ajtai demon-
strated that this function can be a one-way hash function.
These results indicate that the various computational hardness
aspects of this function can be reduced to the average compu-
tational hardness of SIS. The average case hardness in lattice
problems refers to the difficulty in solving these problems
when the input is randomly sampled. The worst case hard-
ness addresses the difficulty of solving the most challenging
instances of lattice problems. There are many results regarding
the selection of parameters and problems. The worst case
hardness can be reduced within factor O(β

√
n) to the average

hardness of the SIS with β for q ≤ βω(
√
n log n) [14], [15],

where h(n) = ω(g(n)) implies that for any constant c > 0,
h(n) will eventually exceed c · g(n) as n increases.

Micciancio demonstrated that taking advantage of the com-
putational hardness of SIS makes it possible to construct a
family of collision resistant hash functions.

Theorem 1. (Collision reistant hash function family [2])
For any sufficiently large polynomial q, if there exists no
polynomial time algorithm for solving SIVPγ with γ = O(n),
which is almost linear in the rank of the lattice, then the hash
function family defined in (3) is collision resistant.

Here, a large polynomial can be, for instance, chosen as n3

or 2n. For more detailed discussion, please refer to [16]. It is
well known that the collision resistance can also be derived
using GapSVPγ instead of SIVPγ .

The worst case computational hardness of SIVPγ with γ =
O(n) is reduced to SIS average computational hardness with
q = Ω(n2), β = O(

√
m), m ≈ n log q where h(n) = Ω(g(n))

if there are constants c > 0 and n0 such that 0 ≤ c · g(n) ≤
h(n) for all n ≥ n0. This indicates that g(n) is a lower bound
on h(n).

The fact that f(x) is a collision resistant hash function
implies that the probability p(m) for finding a pair x,x′(x ̸=
x′) such that Ax = Ax′ can be proven to be negligible
with respect to m using a probabilistic polynomial time
algorithm. In this context, negligible implies that p(m) is
satisfied p(m) ≤ 1/poly(m) for sufficiently large m and
any positive polynomial poly(·) To construct a concrete hash
function, it is necessary to specify q, m, and n, and following
reference [2], we choose q = 2n and m = 2n2 as reasonable
values.

C. Feistel Cipher

A Feistel cipher is a global structure for building block
ciphers, like DES [17]. First, the input data is divided into
halves L0 and R0, and L0 is scrambled by F which is
a nonlinear function of the input half data and round key
K1 and EXORed with R0. The ciphertext is generated by
executing the same round operation N times with round keys
K1,K2, · · · ,KN (see Fig.1).

<latexit sha1_base64="ZdtBYK9CFaMfyMl7uIrFmlHvVG0=">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</latexit>M<latexit sha1_base64="5B7nb1HJgFH+vHl0dGp7TAXsFDY=">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</latexit>

F

<latexit sha1_base64="UgCDvMqBfnf4Qz+1LXNl5oQxrj4=">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</latexit>

R1
<latexit sha1_base64="7ZvqAh/vb23ar7iVapDCFzZie2U=">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</latexit>

L1

<latexit sha1_base64="/D2bbhAGR/ikRo/kyLMSOm4yTKw=">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</latexit>

K1

<latexit sha1_base64="N2kZEUjZsqzo0UxgxrdjvMrIR3w=">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</latexit>

R2
<latexit sha1_base64="ZdP8JY0AIFfQSOa9NmWC1O0ZPKg=">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</latexit>

L2

<latexit sha1_base64="ZdtBYK9CFaMfyMl7uIrFmlHvVG0=">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</latexit>M<latexit sha1_base64="5B7nb1HJgFH+vHl0dGp7TAXsFDY=">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</latexit>

F

<latexit sha1_base64="WXiuteCZjlLXAG9UjBNlj9tNEnA=">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</latexit>

K2

Round 

Round 

Plaintext
<latexit sha1_base64="OD7gzUejj+5Y1rs2kjFulOXW0xg=">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</latexit>

L0
<latexit sha1_base64="fXTBgGRG6rscTK+/eA/vQpmc7/I=">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</latexit>

R0

… …

<latexit sha1_base64="ZdtBYK9CFaMfyMl7uIrFmlHvVG0=">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</latexit>M<latexit sha1_base64="5B7nb1HJgFH+vHl0dGp7TAXsFDY=">AAAChXichVHLSsNAFD2NWmt9tOpGcFMsFRdSJlJU3FgUxGUf1hZqKUkca2iahCQt1OIP6FZx4UrBhfgBfoAbf8BFP0FcVnDjwts0IFqsd5iZM2fuuTOHK5uaajuMtX3C0PCIfzQwFhyfmJwKhadn9m2jbik8pxiaYRVkyeaaqvOcozoaL5gWl2qyxvNydbt7n29wy1YNfc9pmrxUkyq6eqQqkkNUeqccjrI4cyPSD0QPROFFygg/4gCHMKCgjho4dDiENUiwaRQhgsEkroQWcRYh1b3nOEWQtHXK4pQhEVultUKnosfqdO7WtF21Qq9oNC1SRhBjL+yeddgze2Cv7PPPWi23RvcvTdrlnpab5dDZXPbjX1WNdgfH36oBCpmyB3tycIR114tK3kyX6bpUevUbJ1ed7EYm1lpkt+yN/N2wNnsih3rjXblL88w1gtQg8Xc7+kF+JS4m4qKYTkSTW16vApjHApaoIWtIYhcp5OhhjnNc4FLwC8tCQljtpQo+TzOLHyFsfgH0O4/2</latexit>

FRound 

<latexit sha1_base64="mN1eSOXNLGVj5d3uMN+aeV9D6Lw=">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</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="wyS5OGQuxv70FP5cMmvyrvT/Kts=">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</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="bHSUEGYgLBJBnMhuKMNmstmzUM0=">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</latexit>

N

Ciphertext
<latexit sha1_base64="i5JxdAZntgi9I//XDF8dPYlNHHo=">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</latexit>

RN
<latexit sha1_base64="fpbE6YDw61lXcyMWFOmQJOvUXhs=">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</latexit>

LN

<latexit sha1_base64="ni+3lhiiwGRLD40kNk8RG2sinNg=">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</latexit>

KN<latexit sha1_base64="S0rdcM/4iFo1EeeZ14wgSVxqWC8=">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</latexit>

LN�1

<latexit sha1_base64="Z4sOv4+EZztGzwt84/brhavWS+U=">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</latexit>

RN�1

Fig. 1. Feistel cipher.

The F function determines the strength of the Feistel cipher.
Using the Luby-Rackoff construction with a pseudorandom
function family, a class of block ciphers that is secure against
chosen plaintext attacks and known plaintext attacks can
be constructed. It is known that a family of pseudorandom
functions can be constructed using a hash function with
one-way property [18]. One-wayness and collision resistance
are different concepts in computational complexity theory.
However, the requirements for relaxed collision resistance are
known to be harder than the one-wayness [19]. Therefore, a
secure Feistel cipher can be constructed by using a collision
resistant hash function.

D. Differential Cryptanalysis

Differential cryptanalysis is a chosen plaintext attack, a
practical attack method against block ciphers [20]. Differential
cryptanalysis uses the input plaintext pair X,X ′ and their
difference ∆X = X⊕X ′ ̸= 0. When the attacker can control
the pairs, the round key is extracted by observing the bias of
the difference ∆Y = Y ⊕ Y ′ of the output pair Y ,Y ′.

The number of plaintext and ciphertext pairs required for
a successful differential cryptanalysis attack is proportional
to the reciprocal probability of ∆Y for the input difference
∆X . Therefore, the higher the probability of ∆Y is, the
easier the attack will be successful, and the more uniformly
distributed the probability of ∆Y , the more difficult the attack
will be. In other words, the security of a block cipher against
differential cryptanalysis is evaluated by the maximum value
of the probability of ∆Y , and the plaintext input difference
∆X in N rounds. The maximum value PN of the probability
of the ciphertext output difference ∆Y is defined by

PN = max
∆X ̸=0,∆Y

P (∆Y |∆X), (4)

where P (∆Y |∆X) denotes the conditional probability of
event ∆Y occurring for a given ∆X . (4) is called the
maximum differential probability.
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E. Extreme value distributions

Extreme value distributions describe the limiting distribu-
tions for the minimum or maximum independent random
variables from the same distribution. X1, . . . , Xn, . . . be a
sequence of independent and identically distributed random
variables with a cumulative distribution function F (x) and
let Mn = max{X1, . . . , Xn} denote the maximum. The
distribution of the maximum is given by P (Mn ≤ x) =
P (X1 ≤ x) · · ·P (Xn ≤ x) = F (x)n. We do not see the
distribution of Mn for an unknown F , but as n → ∞, we
can find its limit distribution. The limit cumulative distribution
function G(x) of the extreme distribution is described by the
generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution [21]:

G(x) = exp

{
−
[
1 + ξ

(
x− µ

σ

)]− 1
ξ

}
, (5)

defined on {x : 1+ξ(x−µ)/σ > 0}, where µ ∈ R, σ > 0 and
ξ ∈ R. This distribution has three parameters: µ represents
location, σ scale, and ξ shape. Among these, depending on
the value of shape parameter ξ, it can be divided into the
three distributions corresponding to Gumbel (Type I) at ξ = 0,
Fréchet (Type II) at ξ > 0, and Weibull (Type III) at ξ < 0. An
asymptotic result is obtained by following the extreme value
trinity theorem.

Theorem 2. (The extreme value trinity theorem) There exist
sequences of constants an > 0 and bn ∈ R such that for
M∗

n = (Mn − bn)/an, P (M∗
n ≤ x) → G(x) as n → ∞.

We will represent the distribution of the maximum differential
probability of the output of S-boxes in GEV.

III. LATTICE BASED FEISTEL CIPHER

A method using GGM [9] or a synthesizer [10] is known
to construct a function family with pseudorandomness from
a family of hash functions with one-wayness. However, these
methods require processing delays due to circuit depth and
repetitive processing in implementation; therefore, another
approach is desirable. In this study, we propose a strategy
based on Feistel construction. Since the Feistel cipher can
always decrypt any F function, it is possible to construct a
block cipher using a family of hash functions that is as good
as the F function. This study presents the construction of
a lattice-based Feistel cipher (LBF) using a family of hash
functions as the F function. Fig. 2 shows the structure of
the LBF round function. After m-bits input, the plaintext X
is divided into m/2-bits L0 and R0 and input to the first-
round function. This process repeats N rounds to generate the
ciphertext Y .

The F function in the round function consists of an ex-
pansion permutation E, EXOR with the round key Ki, and
the S-box. The extended permutation E concatenates the bit
strings represented by ||, which corresponds to the expansion
permutation in DES [20]. Here, E has a simple structure, and
while it may appear overly simplistic compared to DES, there
is no need to complicate E because A is random in LBF.

<latexit sha1_base64="L+plksWN7sY1TY8dupTPOoY1VNk=">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</latexit>

Ri
<latexit sha1_base64="4+mPIQoDUGe0v5g5dJ+n8tct8IE=">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</latexit>

Li

<latexit sha1_base64="DF+wr7Ew8VN55RV3n1enUDm/tpU=">AAACjnichVG7SgNBFD2u7/hI1EawCYaIVZgVRRFE0Uaw0cSYYJSwu050yL7Y3QTikh+wFixEQcFC/AA/wMYfsMgniGUEGwtvNguiot5hZs6cuefOHK5q68L1GGt0SJ1d3T29ff2RgcGh4WhsZHTHtSqOxrOapVtOXlVcrguTZz3h6TxvO1wxVJ3n1PJa6z5X5Y4rLHPbq9l831AOTVESmuIRtbunGv5GveiLejGWYCkWRPwnkEOQQBibVuweeziABQ0VGOAw4RHWocClUYAMBpu4ffjEOYREcM9RR4S0FcrilKEQW6b1kE6FkDXp3KrpBmqNXtFpOqSMI8me2C1rskd2x57Z+6+1/KBG6y812tW2ltvF6Ml45u1flUG7h6NP1R8KlbL/9uShhIXAiyBvdsC0XGrt+tXjs2ZmMZ30p9g1eyF/V6zBHsihWX3VbrZ4+hwRapD8vR0/QW4mJc+mZHlrNrGyGvaqDxOYxDQ1ZB4rWMcmsvSwiVNc4FKKSnPSkrTcTpU6Qs0YvoS0/gGpmpQ4</latexit>

Ki

<latexit sha1_base64="jInhPNoLJXm0afhAS913XnFsFBk=">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</latexit>

Li�1||Li�1

<latexit sha1_base64="c/DpnFv+XIp7bP0SxF4OgdFCUEs=">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</latexit>

Ri�1
<latexit sha1_base64="Jz2py0FHj5B3lFxCPxV8KqX4Lts=">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</latexit>

Li�1

<latexit sha1_base64="/DHYXs3+tyOFHvhUGVSyAhZ2jv0=">AAACmXichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/GRqI1oEwwRqzArAcUqahOsYmKMYELYXSe6ZF/uboJxyQ/4AxYWoiAofoAfYOMPWOQTxDKCjYU3mwVRUe8wM2fO3HNnDle2NNVxGWuHhL7+gcGh4ZHw6Nj4RCQ6ObXjmHVb4QXF1Ex7V5YcrqkGL7iqq/Fdy+aSLmu8KNc2uvfFBrcd1TS23abFy7p0YKhVVZFcoirRaa8kV2NrrZKse8etkm7ux44q0ThLMj9iP4EYgDiCyJrRe5SwDxMK6tDBYcAlrEGCQ2MPIhgs4srwiLMJqf49Rwth0tYpi1OGRGyN1gM67QWsQeduTcdXK/SKRtMmZQwJ9sRuWYc9sjv2zN5/reX5Nbp/adIu97TcqkROZ/Jv/6p02l0cfqr+UMiU/bcnF1Ws+F5U8mb5TNel0qvfODnr5FdzCW+BXbEX8nfJ2uyBHBqNV+V6i+fOEaYGid/b8RMUl5JiKimKW6l4ej3o1TDmMI9Fasgy0sggiwI93MQFbnArzAppISNs9lKFUKCZxpcQ8h9K1Jfa</latexit>

Ax mod q

<latexit sha1_base64="gExMbdlyWSyfpQ3J90xF3yrTaEo=">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</latexit>x
<latexit sha1_base64="ZdtBYK9CFaMfyMl7uIrFmlHvVG0=">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</latexit>M

<latexit sha1_base64="6v3j/xr2MqwvCl2ODkkarDMrzG8=">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</latexit>y
<latexit sha1_base64="ZdtBYK9CFaMfyMl7uIrFmlHvVG0=">AAACjXichVG7SgNBFD1Z31GTqI1gIwbFKsxKQBGRoIWWvmIiJoTddRKH7IvdTSAGf8DWwkItFCzED/ADbPwBi3yCWEawsfBmsyAajHeYmTNn7rkzh6vaunA9xhohqae3r39gcCg8PDIaicbGxvddq+JoPK1ZuuVkVcXlujB52hOezrO2wxVD1XlGLa+37jNV7rjCMve8ms3zhlIyRVFoikfUQU4VJcvWK24hFmcJ5sd0J5ADEEcQW1bsETkcwYKGCgxwmPAI61Dg0jiEDAabuDzqxDmEhH/PcYowaSuUxSlDIbZMa4lOhwFr0rlV0/XVGr2i03RIOY1Z9sLuWZM9swf2yj7/rFX3a7T+UqNdbWu5XYieTe5+/KsyaPdw/K3qolApu7snD0Us+V4EebN9puVSa9evnlw0d5d3Zutz7Ja9kb8b1mBP5NCsvmt323znEmFqkPy7HZ0gs5CQkwlZ3k7GU2tBrwYxhRnMU0MWkcImtpCmhw2c4wrXUkRKSivSajtVCgWaCfwIaeMLmD2TwQ==</latexit>M

<latexit sha1_base64="qPY/CGEFCkRwxeWtREH4D/dfPXg=">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</latexit>

E
S-box

<latexit sha1_base64="5B7nb1HJgFH+vHl0dGp7TAXsFDY=">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</latexit>

F- function

Binary
Encoding

Fig. 2. Round function of LBF.

<latexit sha1_base64="HKRaHIfr8euaKRdRbkPLwy5VN18=">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</latexit>0

B@
ỹ1
...
ỹn

1

CA

<latexit sha1_base64="Tmq6KYpahsWxLiS+36CMLGLDd64=">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</latexit>

A <latexit sha1_base64="gExMbdlyWSyfpQ3J90xF3yrTaEo=">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</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="6v3j/xr2MqwvCl2ODkkarDMrzG8=">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</latexit>y
<latexit sha1_base64="p997jcOQG9pFUz8Fe1cvpVjxbI8=">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</latexit>

ỹ

<latexit sha1_base64="sjVqjRpq9iG43n9wXWj1pR9rxKk=">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</latexit>

Zn⇥m
q ⇥ {0, 1}m ! Zn

q

S-box

<latexit sha1_base64="gExMbdlyWSyfpQ3J90xF3yrTaEo=">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</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="h0TnUfC6tA4RkVN/LjW0Spqc/hk=">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</latexit>

Zn
q ! {0, 1}m

2

<latexit sha1_base64="fK7MozcG9mW6Em88RN1F0NfCns0=">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</latexit>0
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Fig. 3. S-box and binary encoding of LBF.

The hash function family f(x) composed of (3), is used
for the S-box (Fig. 3). For the input x ∈ {0, 1}m to the S-
box, the output ỹ ∈ Zn

q of f(x), and by encoding ỹi ∈ Zq

of ỹ into a binary expression for each of i = 1, 2, . . . , n and
concatenating it, the S-box output y ∈ {0, 1}m

2 is obtained.
The selection of round keys is arbitrary, as long as the period
is long enough to assume that they are uniformly distributed.

While pseudorandom functions can be constructed from
one-way functions, collision resistant functions are employed
in the LBF. This is due to the fact that even one-way functions
might lead to the leakage of round key information if a
collision occurs. Consider when a pair of inputs to an S-box,
x and x′ (where x ̸= x′), results in Ax = Ax′. Let the input
to the round function be L = Lj ||Lj and let the input pair of
L be L′. In this case, for the i-th bit of the vectors z and w,
the EXOR operation satisfies zi ⊕wi = zi +wi − ziwi. Here,
we obtain the followings for the input pair x and x′,

x = K ⊕L (6)
x′ = K ⊕L′ (7)

A(x− x′) = 0. (8)

Thus, for the i-th bit of x− x′, we derive

xi − x′
i = ki ⊕ Li − ki ⊕ L′

i (9)
= (Li − L′

i)(1− ki) = 0. (10)

If Li −L′
i ̸= 0, we can determine ki = 1. Therefore, a secure

Feistel cipher can be constructed by using a collision resistant
hash function.

When the hash function family used in the S-box is collision
resistant, the probability of finding a pair of inputs such
that Ax = Ax′ is negligible. With the LBF constructed
in this manner, the hash function that is difficult to inverse
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is used as a large S-box, which makes it difficult to apply
differential cryptanalysis. Moreover, this design allows flexible
construction of ciphers with different block sizes in a single
structure.

IV. DIFFERENTIAL CRYPTANALYSIS OF LBF

In this section, we evaluate the security of LBF against
differential cryptanalysis. In block ciphers with a Feistel
structure, the maximum differential probability indicates the
security of the entire system, even if the number of rounds is
two or more. We can find the maximum differential probability
by brute-force search if the number of rounds or block size
is small. However, an brute-force search is unrealistic due
to the large block size and many rounds used in practical
systems, thus we require an theoretical study of the maximum
differential probability; the following Theorem 3 shown in
[22] is the basis for the theoretical estimation of differential
probabilities.

Theorem 3. In Feistel cipher, when the round keys are
uniformly and independently selected, an upper bound of the
maximum differential probability PN when N ≥ 4 is given
by the following using the maximum differential probability
Pmax of one round:

PN ≤ 2P 2
max. (11)

(11) means that the security against differential cryptanalysis
can be evaluated using the maximum differential probability
of the round function.

Below, we evaluate the maximum differential probability
Pmax of the round function of the LBF. Regarding the input
X ∈ {0, 1}m and output Y ∈ {0, 1}m of a round function,
if X = XL||XR and Y = YL||YR are blocks divided into
m/2-bits, the following holds between the input difference
∆X and the output difference ∆Y of the round function:

∆Y = ∆YL||∆YR

= ∆y ⊕∆XR||∆XL, (12)

where ∆y ∈ {0, 1}m
2 is the output difference of the S-

box (see Fig.3). Since ∆YR = ∆XL and the attacker can
control the input difference, maximizing the probability of
∆YL maximizes the probability of ∆Y . Note that since the
maximum probability of ∆YL is independent of ∆XR, the
maximum probability of ∆YL is determined by ∆y. If the
round key Ki ∈ {0, 1}m can be regarded as a uniform random,
the S-box input x can also be regarded as a uniform one.
Therefore, the maximum probability of ∆YL is determined by
the input difference ∆x of the S-box and output difference ∆y
of the S-box. Furthermore, if the binary encoding of the S-box
output ỹ is a bijection, that is, the parameter is chosen such
that m = 2n log2 q holds, then y and ỹ correspond one-to-
one. In this case, Pmax can be represented using the maximum
differential probability of the S-box as follows:

Pmax = max
∆x̸=0,∆y

P (∆y|∆x,A), (13)

where P (∆y|∆x,A) denotes the conditional probability of
event ∆y occurring for given ∆x and A.

In the following, the maximum differential probability of
the S-box output of the LBF is theoretically derived. It is
well known that the sum of uniformly distributed variables
tends to a normal distribution. However, an exact distribution
of the sum of discrete uniform distributions, when folded
by modulo-q, cannot be directly derived. First, we present
the following lemma for the uniform random variable used
to construct the hash function to derive the S-box output
difference distribution.

Lemma 1. Let ai for i = 1, 2, . . . , n be independent and
identically distributed random variables that obey a discrete
uniform distribution over Zq . Then, the value of sq , as defined
by the following, obeys a discrete uniform distribution over
Zn
q .

sq =

n∑
i=1

ai mod q. (14)

Proof. Consider n-tuple a = (a1, a2, · · · , an) of independent
uniform random variables al ∈ Zq(l = 1, 2, · · · , n). Since a
is uniformly distributed over Zq , to find P (sq = k), it is
sufficient to find the number of a such that

s :=

n∑
l=1

al = k + iq, (15)

where i = 0, 1, · · · , ⌊n(q−1)−k
i ⌋. Therefore we have

n−1∑
l=1

al = k + iq − an. (16)

The left-hand side of (16) takes the value of {0, 1, · · · , (n −
1)(q − 1)}, and the value of an is uniquely determined for
(n− 1)-tuple (a1, a2, · · · , an−1), which (16) holds.

Subsequently, a for which (16) holds exists as qn−1 for
given k, q, so that P (sq = k) = qn−1

qn = 1
q .

Lemma 1 leads to the following theorem regarding the
distribution of the S-box output pairs.

Theorem 4. For a given ∆x ∈ {0, 1}m, let the input pairs
be x, x′ ∈ {0, 1}m, and let the output pairs of the S-box be,
y, y′ ∈ {0, 1}m

2 . If A obeys a discrete uniform distribution
over Zn×m

q and m is equal to n log2 q, then the probability
that the output pair y, y′ is obtained from a given ∆x obeys
a uniform distribution over {0, 1}m

2 × {0, 1}m
2 .

Proof. For a given input pair (x,x′) ∈ {0, 1}m × {0, 1}m,
let ∆x = x ⊕ x′ ∈ {0, 1}m. Letting the i-th row of the row
vector a1,a2, · · · ,an of A be ai =

(
ai1 ai2 · · · aim

)
,

the output pair (ỹi, ỹ
′
i) ∈ Zq × Zq of f(x) corresponding to

ai can be represented as follows:

ỹi = aix mod q (17)
ỹ′i = ai(x⊕∆x) mod q. (18)

Here, the k-th bit of ∆x is represented as ∆xk and the set of
indices where the bit is 0 or 1 is defined as follows:

∆I0 = {k | ∆xk = 0 (k = 1, 2, · · · ,m)} (19)
∆I1 = {k | ∆xk = 1 (k = 1, 2, · · · ,m)}. (20)
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Using the set of indices ∆I0, ∆I1 and the k-th bit xk of x,
ỹi and ỹ′i can be represented as follows:

ỹi =
∑

k∈∆I0

aikxk +
∑

k∈∆I1

aikxk mod q (21)

ỹ′i =
∑

k∈∆I0

aikxk +
∑

k∈∆I1

aik(xk ⊕ 1) mod q. (22)

Since the elements of ai are random variables that obey the
uniform distribution over Zq , the first terms of (21) and (22)
can be represented as random variables u that obey a discrete
uniform distribution over Zq from Lemma 1. Also, the second
term in (21) is the sum of aik for k such that xk = 1, and the
second term of (22) is the sum of aik for k such that xk = 0,
and since aik in (1) and (2) do not overlap, their sums are
mutually independent.

From Lemma 1, each sum is an independent random vari-
able v, w that obey uniform distribution over Zq . ỹi, ỹ′i can be
represented in the following form using independent random
variables u, v, and w that obey discrete uniform distribution
over Zq as follows:

ỹi = u+ v mod q (23)
ỹ′i = u+ w mod q. (24)

Since v, w, and u are independent, ỹi, ỹ′i are independent and
uniformly distributed random variables over Zq .

As each row of the matrix A is independent, each row of the
outputs ỹ and ỹ′ of the S-box are also independent. Therefore,
the random variables (ỹ, ỹ′) obey uniform distribution over
Zn
q × Zn

q . Considering that the binary encoding Zn
q × Zn

q →
{0, 1}m

2 × {0, 1}m
2 is a bijection for m = n log2 q, the S-

box output pair (ỹ, ỹ′) is also a random variable that obeys a
uniform distribution over {0, 1}m

2 × {0, 1}m
2 .

Therefore, if the binary encoding of the LBF is a bijection,
the difference of output ∆y = y ⊕ y′ obeys the uniform
distribution over {0, 1}m

2 , then Pmax = 1/2
m
2 .

This result and Theorem 5 lead to the estimate of N round
maximum differential probability PN given by

PN ≤ 2P 2
max =

1

2m−1
. (25)

This result shows that since the lower bound of the maximum
differential probability is 1/2m, PN is at most twice the lower
bound.

V. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENTIAL
CRYPTANALYSIS ON LBF INSTANCES

In the evaluation of cryptography, it is important to analyze
a family of functions, but it is also necessary to examine
specific instances for practical applications. In this study, we
evaluate the typical security of LBF instances against differen-
tial cryptanalysis, where typical security refers to the security
expected on average when focusing on individual instances in
the family. We examine the specific instances and analyze the
average properties within the LBF family. In addition, we use
extreme value theory by GEV for the approximate model of
the S-box to theoretically estimate the maximum differential
characteristic probability and the practically secure number of
rounds.

A. Differential cryptanalysis works well against LBF with
small block sizes

The LBF family uses secure primitives with a collision
resistance. However, even secure primitives in block ciphers
can be vulnerable to differential cryptanalysis. Therefore, it is
essential to evaluate their security. We conducted simulations
to examine whether LBF is vulnerable to attacks by differential
cryptanalysis, focusing on cases with short block sizes. First,
to eliminate the uncertainty caused by the random selection
and examine the characteristics, we perform a computer sim-
ulation of differential cryptanalysis for the block size for
which the candidate keys can be brute-force searched. When
differential cryptanalysis is attempted on a Feistel cipher, the
input difference ∆X of the plaintexts is controlled, and the
round key is estimated based on the output difference ∆Y
of the ciphertexts. For example, if the number of rounds is
N = 1, the key can be obtained by the following procedure
[23].

1) For the selected ∆X , select a pair of plaintext input
pairs X,X ′ = X ⊕∆X and find ∆Y .

2) Select a pair of input pairs x,x′ to the S-box such
that input difference of the the plaintext is ∆X , and
determine ∆Y .

3) For the pairs X,X ′,∆Y obtained in 1) and the pairs
x,x′,∆Y obtained in 2), where ∆Y is identical, the
candidate key K̂1 is derived from the relations x =
L0 ∥ L0⊕K1 and X = L0 ∥ R0, and add it to the list
of candidate keys.

The above procedure is repeated for multiple ∆X to narrow
down the keys. If the candidate keys can be searched for
every Xand x, the candidate keys can be narrowed down by
taking the intersection of the candidate keys for each ∆X . If
the number of rounds is N = 3, the candidate keys can be
estimated using the same procedure by modifying the relation
between the input and output differences to be used. If the
input block size m is large, searching for all the candidates
becomes difficult. Therefore, modifying the candidate keys to
estimate them from several randomly selected input pairs is
necessary.

In the simulation, one instance on Zn×m
q that is a full rank

matrix is chosen at random as A of the S-box, and a round key
is searched for an instance of LBF for the selected A according
to the differential cryptanalysis procedure described above. For
the LBF with parameters (n,m, q) = (2, 8, 4) and (4, 32, 16),
we searched for candidate keys by differential cryptanalysis
and found that the correct round key can be identified in a
few hours in both cases where the number of rounds N = 1
and 3.

Table I shows the results of how the number of key
candidates decreases for each instance of randomly generated
A with m = 32 and N = 3 as the number of input differences
increases from 1 to 3. The table shows the minimum, max-
imum, mean, and median number of key candidates for 100
instances. With only one difference, approximately one million
possible keys can be found. However, with two differences,
the number of possible keys decreases significantly to around
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TABLE I
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF THE NUMBER OF KEY CANDIDATES PER

NUMBER OF DIFFERENCE USED.

# of difference Minimum Maximum Mean Median
1 587880 8388608 1203716.30 1051008
2 126 4132 397.61 274
3 1 5 1.33 1

TABLE II
LINEAR REGRESSION PARAMETERS FOR y = c+ dx REGARDING THE

REDUCTION IN KEY CANDIDATES FOR THE NUMBER OF INPUT
DIFFERENCES.

Coefficient Estimate Std. Error t-value Pr(> |t|)
c 29.35747 0.16927 173.4 < 2e-16
d -9.89946 0.07836 -126.3 < 2e-16

a few hundred. With three differences, most instances are able
to identify the correct key.

The results are shown in Table II, where we performed
a linear regression y = c + dx on the base-2 logarithm
of the number of key candidates in the simulation. In the
estimation, the R2 value is 0.9817, indicating a good fit of the
regression equation to the results. With each additional dif-
ference, the number of candidates decreases to approximately
1/2d ≈ 1/1000, corresponding to 9.9-bits.

These results show that when the block size m and the
number of rounds N are small, the round key of the LBF can
be identified using only a few input and output difference pairs
by using differential analysis. As observed here, differential
cryptanalysis is practical when the block size and number of
rounds are small. Therefore, it is necessary to determine block
sizes and the number of rounds that differential cryptanalysis
cannot solve.

B. Number of secure rounds

It is crucial to select a sufficiently large block size and
number of rounds when designing block ciphers to ensure
the required level of security. In this study, we analyze
differential characteristics for randomly selected instances of
A and statistically evaluate the number of secure rounds.

In general, Feistel ciphers attack by differential cryptanaly-
sis becomes more difficult as the number of rounds increases.
However, the processing time increases proportionately to the
number of rounds, so studying the trade-off between security
and the number of rounds is necessary. It is known that
efficient differential cryptanalysis against Feistel ciphers with
several small S-boxes and many rounds by tracking active
S-boxes. However, this attack cannot apply directly to LBF
because it has a single S-box.

Another approach to the security evaluation of block ciphers
with many rounds is differential characteristic probability,
which estimates the differential probability of N rounds using
the product of the differential probabilities for each round [20].

Definition 7. Suppose the input difference to the round
function in the j-th round is ∆Xj−1, the output difference is
∆Xj , and the conditional probability of the output difference
for a given the input difference is P (∆Xj |∆Xj−1). Then,
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Fig. 4. Number of rounds to achieve Pc,N ≤ 2−m.

the differential characteristic probability Pc,N for N rounds is
defined by

Pc,N =

N∏
j=1

P (∆Xj |∆Xj−1), (26)

where ∆X0 = ∆X ̸= 0.

For each round, the combination of realized values of the
input difference ∆Xj−1 is called a path, and the differential
characteristic probability is obtained by searching for the path
that maximizes Pc,N .

When the differential characteristic probability satisfies
Pc,N ≤ 2−m, the cipher is considered to be “practically
secure” against differential cryptanalysis [24]. The small-
est such N is the number of rounds the cipher is secure
against differential cryptanalysis. For block ciphers satisfying
Pc,N ≤ 2−m, an attacker needs plaintext greater than or equal
to all possible plaintext patterns to decrypt the cipher with
differential cryptanalysis. The practically secure lower bound
of N(A) = min{N | Pc,N ≤ 2−m} is determined only by A.
We find the distribution of N(A) by computing the differential
characteristic probability for uniformly random A. For an LBF
with the parameter (n,m, q) = (2, 8, 4) and fixed round keys,
we generate 1000 instances of A of full rank and determine
N(A).

Fig. 4 depicts the distribution of N(A) obtained by the
Monte Carlo simulation. The minimum value of N(A) is 8,
the maximum value is 46, and the average is 17.08. The results
confirm that the number of secure rounds varies, corresponding
to each instance.

In this simulation, it was confirmed that there exists a bad
instance where the output difference is the same for any round
key Kj and input difference ∆Xj−1. In fact, for example,(

2 1 2 0 1 3 0 2
0 2 1 1 2 3 3 3

)
is a bad instance in which the output difference is fixed. In
this case, with ∆Xj−1 represented as the binary sequence
11000100 and Kj as 11110000, ∆Xj is always 10111100.
In the simulation, such bad instances are excluded from
generating instances for LBF.

In the following, we determine the probability that such a
bad instance occurs. Since the rows of A are independent,
the characteristics of a bad instance can be considered sepa-
rately for each row of A. Let ∆ỹi be the output difference
after binary encoding for the pair ỹi, ỹ

′
i of the S-box output

corresponding to i-th row ai of A. A is a bad instance if
∆ỹ1,∆ỹ2, · · ·∆ỹn are all fixed together.
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The probability PA that A becomes a bad instance can
be expressed as PA = Pn

ai
using the probability Pai that ai

becomes a bad instance. The necessary and sufficient condition
for ai to be a bad instance is to satisfy all of the following
(P1), (P2), and (P3).

• (P1) Given a input difference ∆Xj−1 and the round key
Kj , the output difference ∆ỹi is uniquely determined for
all combinations of round input pairs X and X ′

• (P2) (P1) holds for any input differences ∆Xj−1

• (P3) (P1) holds for any round keys Kj .
Let AP1∩P2∩P3 be the set of ai satisfying all these condi-

tions and A be the set of all instances A. Then Pai is given
by the proportion of bad instances in the whole instance, i.e.,

Pai
=

|AP1∩P2∩P3|
|A|

, (27)

where |S| is the cardinality of set S.
Counting the elements of AP1∩P2∩P3 directly is difficult

because the number of elements increases exponentially for
n. Then, we determine the upper bound of Pai

. To obtain
this estimate, consider the set AP1′∩P2′∩P3′ , which satisfies
all the conditions (P1’), (P2’), and (P3’) obtained by relaxing
the conditions of (P1), (P2), and (P3).

• (P1’) Given a input difference ∆Xj−1 and the round key
Kj , the output difference ∆ỹi is uniquely determined
for all Nx ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2m} combinations of round input
pairs X and X ′.

• (P2’) (P1’) holds for all Nd ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2m} input
differences ∆Xj−1.

• (P3’) (P1’) holds for all Nk ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2m} round keys
Kj .

Namely, (P1), (P2), and (P3) are conditions that the out-
put differences are uniquely determined for every input pair
X,X ′, every input differences ∆Xj−1, and all round keys
Kj . On the other hand, (P1’), (P2’), and (P3’) are relaxed con-
ditions such that the output difference is uniquely determined
for Nx input pairs X,X ′, Nd input differences ∆Xj−1, and
Nk round keys Kj . Then, since AP1∩P2∩P3 ⊆ AP1′∩P2′∩P3′

we have

Pai =
|AP1∩P2∩P3|

|A|
≤ |AP1′∩P2′∩P3′ |

|A|
. (28)

The right-hand side of (28) approaches Pai as Nx, Nd, and
Nk are larger. However, it becomes difficult to search for
candidates of bad instances when the block size m is too large.

Here, we evaluate the upper bound for the simplest case of
Nd = 1. The input difference ∆Xj−1 can be chosen arbitrarily
on conditions (P1’), (P2’), (P3’). We select an input difference
where only the first l-bits are set to 1. In this way, it is possible
to reduce the number of candidates of input pairs X , X ′,
round keys Kj , and ai to be verified.

Under these conditions, it is sufficient to explore inputs
X where the first l-bits are bk ∈ {0, 1}(k = 1, 2, · · · , l)
and the remaining bits are 0. For (P1’), there are Nx = 2l

possible input pairs to verify whether they produce a unique
output difference. Since the input difference is fixed to a single
setting, Nd is 1 in (P2’). Likewise, for (P3’), it is sufficient to

TABLE III
EVALUATION OF PA .

n Block size m Pn
ai

( l = 2 )
2 8 5.62500×10−01

3 18 7.50847×10−02

4 32 2.50116×10−03

5 50 2.09182×10−05

6 72 4.56045×10−08

7 98 2.66528×10−11

consider Nk = 22l key candidates corresponding to the first
l-bits expanded through the permutation E.

The bad instance is not determined by the elements
aim

2 −laim
2 −l+1 · · · aim

2
, aim−laim−l+1 · · · aimof ai, which

are multiplied with input bits that are fixed to 0. As a
result, if the candidates of ai are determined to be bad using
this method, subsequent 2m−2l instances following the first
l elements are treated as bad instances. Note that the larger
the value of l, the greater the number of combinations that
need to be explored, which also makes the calculation more
difficult. For the case where l = 1, the output pair is fixed to be
either {(0, ai1 + aim

2 +1),(ai1 + aim
2 +1, 0)} or {(ai1, aim

2 +1),
(aim

2 +1, ai1)} depending on the key. This configuration yields
a Pai

= 1. Therefore, we evaluate Pai
for l = 2, which

is computationally feasible, and evaluate PA using the upper
bound PA ≤ Pn

ai
.

Table III shows the results obtained by the upper bound
of PA from (28) through a brute-force search, which shows
that when A is chosen uniformly at random, the probability
that it becomes a bad instance decays exponentially with
increasing block size. For further verification, we performed
Monte Carlo simulations to determine whether a uniformly
randomly selected A is a bad instance. However, we could
not find a bad instance among 100 million instances of A for
n = 3. For n ≥ 4, the total set of A is too large, which makes
Monte Carlo simulations difficult. Since the upper bound in
(28) is a loose estimate, the probability that a bad instance
occurs is expected to be much smaller than this upper bound
for an increase in n.

C. Average properties on S-box Output Differential

Based on the previous discussion, this section studies the
average characteristics of LBF instances. In an ideal S-box,
the distribution of the output pairs obeys a uniform distri-
bution. An ideal maximum difference characteristic is that the
maximum output difference is small, and the probability of the
output difference asymptotically obeys a uniform distribution.

It is difficult to demonstrate directly that the distribution of
the maximum differential probability of the LBF approaches
a uniform distribution. By using a method based on the
generalized extreme value distribution, we propose that the
distribution of maximum differential probability of the LBF
asymptotically approaches that of an ideal distribution.

We approximate the distribution of the output pairs of the
LBF S-box by a folded two-dimensional normal distribution
and show that the average output characteristics of the LBF
approach the ideal uniform distribution using a generalized
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Fig. 5. Emprical distribution of (ŷi, ŷ′i).

extreme value distribution. When selecting an instance of A,
each row ai ∈ Zm

q (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) is independent, so the
distribution of S-box output differences is a joint distribution
of the distributions for each row.

First, for the S-box input pair x, x′ and Jm,q =
{0, 1, · · · ,m(q − 1)}, define the S-box output pair (ŷi, ŷi′) ∈
Jm,q × Jm,q as follows:

ŷi = aix, (29)
ŷ′i = aix

′. (30)

Fig. 5 shows the empirical distribution of output pairs
(ŷi, ŷ

′
i) for randomly generated instances of ai by the Monte

Carlo simulation. Note that the empirical distribution depends
on the input difference, but since the components of ai are
selected independently, we only need to consider the Hamming
weight hw of the input difference to obtain the empirical
distribution. In the Fig. 5, the top, middle, and bottom rows
correspond to n = 2, 4, and 8, respectively. From left to right
across the columns, the figures correspond to the Hamming
weights hw = 1, m/2, and m (where m is the block size).

For the cases where n = 2, 4, and 8, the empirical
distribution was obtained for 100000 instances under each
condition, and the frequency was averaged for each instance.
In this simulation, the empirical distribution of input x was
created using all inputs for n = 2. In the case n = 4 and 8,
the empirical distribution was obtained using 1000000 inputs
selected uniformly at random with a fixed input difference ∆x
and a pair of inputs x′ = x⊕∆x.

Since components of ai are independent and obey a discrete
uniform distribution, the output, which is the sum of them, is
close to a normal distribution. It can be seen that as n increases
from 2 to 8, the distribution is close to the two-dimensional
normal distribution, especially when hw = m/2. Moreover, as

the parameter n increases, the number of random variables that
obey the uniform distribution increases, so we expect that the
distribution is approximately close to the normal distribution.

As n increases, the range of values for (ŷi, ŷi′) grows expo-
nentially, but the concentration ellipse becomes smaller, and
regions far from the ellipse become rare events. Consequently,
the data becomes zero-inflated categorical data. Such data
can destabilize the χ2 value in chi-square tests, making the
uniformity test difficult [25]. Therefore, in the following, the
joint distribution of the output pairs (ŷi, ŷ

′
i) is approximated

by a two-dimensional normal distribution. This method is
a standard approach for representing bivariate distributions
with correlations. By using a folded two-dimensional normal
distribution by modulo-q and the GEV, we demonstrate that the
maximum differential probability asymptotically approaches
that of an ideal S-box.

First, the distribution of the vector ŷ = (ŷi, ŷ
′
i) representing

the output pair is modeled as a two-dimensional normal
distribution as follows:

p(ŷ) =
1

√
2π

2√|Σ|
exp

(
−1

2
(ŷ − µ)⊤Σ−1(ŷ − µ)

)
(31)

µ =
(
µ, µ

)
(32)

Σ =

(
σ2 σ2 −∆

σ2 −∆ σ2

)
(33)

µ =
m

4
(q − 1) (34)

σ2 =
m(q − 1)

4

(
2q − 1

3
+

m2(q − 1)(m− 1)

16

)
(35)

∆ =
1

12
(2q − 1)(q − 1)hw(∆x), (36)
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where µ is the mean vector, Σ is the covariance matrix, and
hw(∆x) is the Hamming weight of the input difference (see
Appendix).

Next, we obtain the distribution folded by modulo-q, which
models the distribution of S-box output pairs. By evaluating
the maximum probability of this distribution, that is, the fre-
quency of the mode, we can estimate the bias in the differential
probability. When a one-dimensional normal distribution is
folded by modulo-q, it asymptotically becomes a uniform
distribution with a sufficiently small partition width [26]. On
the other hand, this result can be applied to a multidimen-
sional normal distribution if each dimension is independent.
However, it is not easy to extend this result directly because
the variables in our approximate model are correlated.

In the following, we use Monte Carlo simulation to obtain
the empirical distribution of the random variables (ỹi, ỹ

′
i),

which are the output pairs (ŷi, ŷ
′
i) folded by modulo-q. Ob-

serving the frequency of the mode of this empirical distri-
bution, we determine the empirical frequency distribution of
mode. By fitting the GEV to the empirical frequency distri-
bution of the mode, we can estimate the maximum density of
the S-box output pair.

Ns random output pairs that obey (31) are generated in
the simulation. These random variable values are folded by
modulo-q to obtain the empirical distribution of (ỹi, ỹ

′
i), and

its frequency of the mode. This process is repeated Nm times
to obtain the empirical frequency distribution. The parameters
of the GEV were obtained by maximum likelihood estima-
tion. We employed the ismev package of R to estimate the
parameters [27]. Additionally, since the ideal S-box output
pairs (ỹi, ỹ

′
i) obey a uniform distribution over Zq × Zq , we

compare its distribution with that of the output given by (31)
using Monte Carlo simulation.

In the Fig. 6, the top, middle, and bottom rows correspond
to n = 2, 4, and 8, respectively. The sample size of the output
pair is Ns = 1000000, the sample size of the frequency is
Nm = 100000, and the Hamming weights of input differences
are hw = 1,m/2, and m. Fig. 6 shows the probability density
function of the GEV with the estimated parameters, and Table
IV–VI shows the estimated parameters. From results, for
n = 2, only the distribution for hw = 1 (dash-dotted line)
deviates from the others (hw = 4, 8) and from the uniform
case. For n = 4, the distribution for hw = 1 is slightly
offset from the others. For n = 8, all the distributions are
almost identical, confirming that the deviation decreases as n
increases. We also confirmed that the distribution of n = 2
and hw = 1 differs from other distributions. However, this
discrepancy becomes smaller for larger n = 4, 8, and the
larger n, the closer the distribution estimated by the normal
distribution approximation becomes to that estimated by the
uniform distribution.

Tables IV–VI show the estimated GEV parameters, location
µ, scale σ, shape ξ, and their standard errors (SEµ, SEσ ,
SEξ) obtained by the maximum likelihood estimation. These
estimated parameters show that the larger n is, the more
asymptotic the normal distribution approximation result is to
the uniform distribution characteristic, which is an ideal S-
box. Considering the obtained standard error, if one examines
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Fig. 6. Estimated frequency distribution of mode.

the one-sided 95% confidence interval, the shape parameter is
sufficiently less than zero, suggesting that the distribution of
the output pair (ỹi, ỹ

′
i) of the S-box modeled by the normal

distribution approximation obeys the Weibull distribution.

TABLE IV
ESTIMATED PARAMETER (n = 2).

Uniform Normal
(hw = m)

Normal
(hw = m/2)

Normal
(hw = 1)

µ 62889.9804 62891.2570 62891.1632 64044.1023
SEµ 0.366293 0.368066 0.371648 0.518169
σ 104.3645 105.4014 106.7196 155.1743
SEσ 0.258920 0.263640 0.270961 0.353453
ξ -0.086671 -0.092448 -0.094775 -0.167586
SEξ 0.002037 0.002018 0.002064 0.000806

TABLE V
ESTIMATED PARAMETER (n = 4).

Uniform Normal
(hw = 1)

Normal
(hw = m/2)

Normal
(hw = m)

µ 4073.5561 4073.4771 4073.4372 4077.5444
SEµ 0.073623 0.073703 0.073359 0.075155
σ 21.039072 21.061516 20.952711 21.469652
SEσ 0.052006 0.051980 0.051752 0.053072
ξ -0.077223 -0.078088 -0.078389 -0.078177
SEξ 0.001978 0.001971 0.001984 0.001981

TABLE VI
ESTIMATED PARAMETER (n = 8).

Uniform Normal
(hw = 1)

Normal
(hw = m/2)

Normal
(hw = m)

µ 34.0361 34.0343 34.0496 34.0439
SEµ 0.004282 0.004259 0.004283 0.004301
σ 1.222491 1.214973 1.220174 1.226664
SEσ 0.003036 0.003020 0.003043 0.003054
ξ -0.049566 -0.051149 -0.047329 -0.046985
SEξ 0.001993 0.002010 0.002040 0.002016

From the mode of the probability distribution of the S-box
output pairs (ỹi, ỹ

′
i) obtained in this way, we can estimate the

maximum differential probability of the LBF in the N round.
Let c(ỹ, ỹ′) be the number of occurrences of the output pair
(ỹ, ỹ′) ∈ Zn

q × Zn
q of the S-box. The maximum differential
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probability Pmax of the S-box is as follows:

Pmax = max
∆ỹ

P (∆ỹ) = max
∆ỹ

∑
(ỹ,ỹ′)s.t.ỹ⊕ỹ′=∆ỹ

c(ỹ, ỹ′)

2m
,

(37)
where ∆ỹ is a formal notation representing the EXOR of ỹ
and ỹ′ after binary encoding, which represented as ∆ỹ =
ỹ⊕ ỹ′. From the independence of each row in A, this can be
rewritten in the following form:

Pmax =

max
∆ỹi

∑
(ỹi,ỹ′

i)s.t.ỹi⊕ỹ′
i=∆ỹi

c(ỹi, ỹ
′
i)

q2

n

, (38)

where c(ỹi, ỹ
′
i) is the number of occurrences of the output pair

(ỹi, ỹ
′
i), and ỹi ⊕ ỹ′i = ∆ỹi represents the EXOR after binary

encoding. Then, there are q output pairs (ỹi, ỹ
′
i) whose output

differences are ∆ỹi, and it is found that the upper bound of
(38) can be evaluated using the frequency of the mode Ng for
the number of occurrences c(ỹi, ỹ

′
i) and Ns:

Pmax =

max
∆ỹi

∑
(ỹi,ỹ′

i)s.t.ỹi⊕ỹ′
i=∆ỹi

c(ỹi, ỹ
′
i)

q2

n

≤
(
q
Ng

Ns

)n

.

(39)
The upper bound of the maximum differential characteristic
probability of N rounds can be obtained as the power of
N , and the number of rounds N satisfying the practically
secure criterion can be estimated by determining the smallest
N satisfying the following:(

qNg

Ns

)nN

≤ 2−m. (40)

For Ns > qNg , the following can be derived

N ≥ m

log2
Ns

qNg

. (41)

According to the estimation of the number of rounds by
(41), N required is maximized by the largest Ng . Since
(−∞, µ − σ

ξ ] is supported on the negative axis for the GEV
shape parameter ξ < 0, we consider Ng = µ− σ

ξ , which has
the largest mode, to estimate the upper bound on the number
of rounds required. For n = 2, a large value of Ng results
in Ns < qNg , making it impossible to evalue the number of
rounds. However, for n = 4, N = 16, and for n = 8, N = 6,
the upper bound of the required number of rounds can be
estimated. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there have
been no examples of theoretical evaluation of secure rounds
focusing on its probability distribution. As a result, the fact
that this approach yields specific number of secure rounds is
particularly noteworthy.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we constructed a Feistel cipher using a hash
function based on the computational hardness of the SIS
as a lattice problem and evaluated its security. To evaluate
the robustness of the constructed cipher against differential
cryptanalysis, we derived a theoretical upper bound on the
maximum differential probability and determined the number
of secure rounds corresponding to each block size m.

We also examined the typical security of the LBF instances.
Through statistical analysis of the bias in the S-box output and
using the GEV to determine the number of secure rounds, we
were able to provide concrete insights. The results show that
for block sizes of 32 and 128, the required number of secure
rounds are 16 and 6, respectively. These findings demonstrate
that LBF can be constructed to be secure against differential
cryptanalysis.

Since our method involves simulations to obtain empirical
distributions, applying it to scenarios where n exceeds 8 is
difficult. This is mainly due to the need for increased samples,
which require significant computational resources. Additional
research is needed to develop alternative approaches that
do not rely on simulations. In addition to considering the
resistance of differential cryptanalysis, the application of linear
cryptanalysis to LBF requires further study.
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APPENDIX A
FOLDED TWO-DIMENSIONAL NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

APPROXIMATION OF S-BOX OUTPUT

Approximating the distribution of (ŷi, ŷ
′
i) in (29), (30) by

folded two-dimensional normal distribution. The mean µ of
(ŷi, ŷ

′
i) is obtained as follows:

Ex[Eai
[ŷi]] = Ex[Eai

[aix]]

= Ex

[
q − 1

2

m∑
k=1

xk

]
=

m

4
(q − 1)

Ex[Eaj
[ŷi]] = Ex[Eai

[ai(x⊕∆x)]]

= Ex

[
q − 1

2

m∑
k=1

(xk +∆xk − 2xk∆xk)

]
=

m

4
(q − 1).

Letting µ = m
4 (q − 1), the mean µ is given by

µ = (µ, µ).

The diagonal elements of the covariance matrix Σ are
obtained as follows:

Ex[Eai [(ŷi − µ)2]]

= Ex[Eai
[(aix)

2]]− µ2

= Ex

[
(2q − 1)(q − 1)

6
(

m∑
k=1

x2
k) +µ2

m∑
k ̸=l

xkxl

− µ2

=
m(q − 1)

4

(
2q − 1

3
+

m2(q − 1)(m− 1)

16

)
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Ex[Eai
[(ŷ′i − µ)2]]

= Ex[Eai
[(ai(x⊕∆x))2]]− µ2

= Ex

[
(2q − 1)(q − 1)

6
(

m∑
k=1

(xk ⊕∆xk)
2)

+µ2
m∑
k ̸=l

(xk ⊕∆xk)(xl ⊕∆xl)

− µ2

=
m(q − 1)

4

(
2q − 1

3
+

m2(q − 1)(m− 1)

16

)
.

Thus, we let σ2 = m(q−1)
4

(
2q−1

3 + m2(q−1)(m−1)
16

)
and we

have the covariance

Ex[Eai [(ŷi − µ)(ŷ′i − µ)]]

= Ex[Eai [(aix)(ai(x⊕∆x))]]− µ2

= σ2 − (2q − 1)(q − 1)hw(∆x)

12
.

For convenience, we let ∆ = (2q−1)(q−1)hw(∆x)
12 and the

covariance matrix Σ is given by

Σ =

(
σ2 σ2 −∆

σ2 −∆ σ2

)
. (42)
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